
9-POINT OF PAIN PROTOCOL 
Avazzia Pro Sport  
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1. Turn on your device and power up to a comfortable pricking sensation leaving the 

device on default (Relax Asses).  Press the left arrow to switch to Biofeedback mode.  

*Note - Remember to record the readings of your IR (Initial Reaction, top center display), D 

(Dose, ongoing reaction bottom left corner) and Z (Zero, ongoing reaction bottom left 

corner) for comparison.  

2. Locate Point of Pain (POP).  This will be your first spot; you will always bring this 

location to a D (dose). 

*Note- Before bringing a spot to D, always remove device from skin and replace on same 

location.  

3. Proceed with IRs in the order of the numbered boxes (counterclockwise) and only D 

the locations that have an IR that is higher than your initial Point of Pain IR.   

4. Go to the contra lateral side of point of pain and do the same procedure, only 

clockwise.   

5. After you have IR/D your POP and Contra lateral sides, you will find the single 

highest D from both sides and take that spot to Z. 

6. Next, we incorporate the CNS.  Remove device from the body and place it on the 

position of the Zero. Move the device horizontally until you reach the corresponding 

position at the center of the spine.  Take an IR reading, remove and replace to Dose 

this spot.  

7. If the spinal Dose is higher than the Zero (ongoing reaction) on the POP or Contra 

lateral area, Zero the spinal position.  If it is NOT higher, then do nothing.  
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